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Assumptions
An assumption is NOT stated in a text but is something that MUST be true if 
the statement is true.

First, let us consider the way in which a COMMA can alter an assumption 
about a text:

The Oxford Comma



“I like sushi, pizza, pasta, and seafood.”

Or

“I like sushi, pizza, pasta and seafood.”

AND

“I like hiking, simming, and singing.”

Or

“I like hiking, swimming and singing.”

A note on the “Oxford Comma” controversy!



Oxford Comma
Use the Oxford comma when separating a list of items that are not related:

“I like running, swimming and singing” (without the Oxford Comma) means 
that you like swimming and singing at the same time!

“I like running, swimming, and singing” (with the Oxford Comma) means 
that swimming and singing are two different, and separate activities.

The Oxford Comma is common in the UK, Canada, and Australia, and less common in the US.



Assumptions vs Hypotheses
Assumptions must be true if the statement is true, whereas hypotheses are 
about what might or could occur.

What kind of thinking is involved in drawing logical assumptions?



Logical assumption vs hypothesis

LOGICAL ASSUMPTION HYPOTHESIS

Must likely be true* Might be true
Does not need evidence Needs evidence

* Must be true IF the statement from which the assumption is 
drawn is true.



Exercise
Look at the following scenarios.  

Try to guess which are valid assumptions in each and which are invalid.

The answers follow each.



Validating Assumptions 1
“My mother told me that her next door neighbor had given her a 
beautiful and expensive bouquet of flowers for her birthday.”

Valid assumptions?

1. The neighbor must like her mother.
2. The neighbor is generous.
3. The mother was pleased with the gift.



Validating Assumptions 1
“My mother told me that her next door neighbor had given her a 
beautiful and expensive bouquet of flowers for her birthday.”

Valid assumptions?

1. The neighbor must like her mother: INVALID
2. The neighbor is generous. INVALID
3. The mother was pleased with the gift. INVALID



Validating Assumptions 2
“There are billions of stars and planets in our galaxy.  Many of these 
may have earth-like qualities, such as H20 and oxygenated 
atmospheres which may support life.”

Valid assumptions?

1. The presence of other earth-sized planets may support life. 
2. The universe is so big that life on other planets is likely. 
3. H20 and oxygen is required to support life as we know it.



Validating Assumptions 2
“There are billions of stars and planets in our galaxy.  Many of these 
may have earth-like qualities, uch as H20 and oxygenated 
atmospheres which may support life.”

Valid assumptions?

1. The presence of other earth-sized planets may support life. INVALID
2. The universe is so big that life on other planets is likely. INVALID
3. H20 and oxygen is required to support life as we know it. . VALID



Validating Assumptions 3
“Humpback whales will often breach the water in close proximity to 
boaters and kayakers.”

Valid assumptions?

1. The breaching whales could have crushed the boats.
2. Humpback whales are not the only species of whale that can breach.
3. The whales are “performing” for the benefit of the boaters.



Validating Assumptions 3
“Humpback whales will often breach the water in close proximity to 
boaters and kayakers.”

Valid assumptions?

1. The breaching whales could crush nearby boats.INVALID
2. Humpback whales are not the only species of whale that can 

breach.INVALID
3. The whales are “performing” for the benefit of the boaters.INVALID



Validating Assumptions 4
“It's time the journalistic mainstream addresses this problem [of 
bias]. Smug denial is no longer an option. It starts with owners, 
publishers and editors demanding fairness in their reporting and 
weeding out obvious bias.”

Valid assumptions?

1. Financial news can be reported in an unbiased way. 
2. Journalists are not always honest about their political bias. 
3. Distrust of the media will lead to fake news.



Validating Assumptions 4
“It's time the journalistic mainstream addresses this problem [of 
bias]. Smug denial is no longer an option. It starts with owners, 
publishers and editors demanding fairness in their reporting and 
weeding out obvious bias.”

Valid assumptions?

1. Financial news can be reported in an unbiased way. VALID
2. Journalists are not always honest about their political bias. VALID
3. Distrust of the media will lead to fake news. INVALID


